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Workshops 2010 

 
The Workshops for the remainder of the first half of 2010 are listed 
below. The programme is based on the results of the member‘s survey 

completed last year. Note, that while most workshops will be on a 
Tuesday morning, 10 am – 12.00 pm, some are on other days due to 
booking issues. Have a look on our website under the heading 
WORKSHOP NOTES, to view and download presentations from many of 
these workshops. 

 
 

Thurs Apl 08 Use and Repair of Flash Drives Royal 

Fri Apl 16 Downloading Installing & Uninstalling Boyes 

Tues  Apl 27 Internet Travel Doogue 

Tues May 04 Managing Images in Word Moon 

Thurs May 13 Scanning Images and Documents Patterson 

Tues May 18 MP3 Itunes Ipods Nimmo 

Thur May 27 Google Earth and Maps Doogue 

Thurs Jun 10 Managing PDF Documents Boyes 

Tues  Jun 15 CD and DVD Burning Royal 

Tues Jun 29  Searching on the Internet Doogue 

Tues Jul 06 Internet Banking Nimmo 

Tues Jul 20 Freeware and Shareware Royal 

Thurs Jul 29 Image Management using Picasa Royal 

 

 

Special Interest Groups (SIG) and Question & Answer 

(Q&A) sessions  

 
Note that there is no charge for the above sessions and all are welcome. 
We guarantee that you will learn something each time you attend. The 
only sessions we charge for are the workshops listed above where the 
charge is generally five dollars. See your information booklet (available 

on the web site or from the office) for details of the SIG and Q&A 
sessions.  
 
"Getting information off the Internet is like taking a drink from a fire 
hydrant." - Mitchell Kapor 
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 YOUR COMMITTEE 

Chairman Keith Kenderdine 234 8551 kenderkb@xtra.co.nz 

Past Chairman Derek Oldershaw 234 7733 oldershaw@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary Derek Oldershaw 234 7733 oldershaw@xtra.co.nz 

Treasurer Colin Archer 478 6559 ColinArcher@xtra.co.nz 

Minutes Secretary Ann Stevens 476 7447 stevensda@xtra.co.nz 

Editor & Web Alan Royal 977 8967 a.royal@paradise.net.nz 

Course Management Dorothy Jones 972 1837 dorothy.jones@paradise.net.nz 

Course Management Wyn Couper 478 7097 wync@actrix.co.nz 

Course Management Keith Kenderdine 234 8551 kenderkb@xtra.co.nz 

Tutors Marjorie Finn 384 8349 marjorie.finn@paradise.net.nz 

Workshops Geo Fairbairn 389 6529 g.fairbairn@xtra.co.nz 

Public Relations John Nimmo 476 8771 john.nimmo@xtra.co.nz 

SeniorNet News Franci Stapleton 972 1990 fes@paradise.net.nz 

 

Diary 29 April – 25 June 2010 
 

APRIL 29 - 02   Workshop 31 N/L Sent Out Term 1 ends Good Friday 

  05 - 09 Easter Monday   7 Q&A Workshop   

  12 - 16   

 
14 COG    W&P   Workshop 

  19 - 23 

 
Tutor Clinic 21 Digicam     

  26 - 30 Term 2 starts Workshop 28 Exec.Cmttee     

MAY 03 - 07   Workshop 5 Q&A     

  10 - 14     12 COG    W&P Workshop   

  17 - 21   Workshop 19 Digicam     

  24 - 28     26 Exec.Cmttee Workshop   

JUNE 31 - 04     2 Q&A     

  07 - 11 Queen’s B’day   9 COG    W&P Workshop   

  14 - 18   Workshop 16 Digicam N/L Copy Term 2 ends 

  21 - 25   AGM 23 Exec.Cmttee N/L Sent Out   

 
 

Q & A 
 

Questions and Answers 
 

10.00am - 11.45am 

COG 
 

Computer Owners Group 
 

10.00am - 11.45am 

DIGICAM 
 

Digital Camera Group 
 

10.00am - 11.45am 

W&P 
 

Writing & Publishing Group 
 

12.30pm - 2.30pm 

Workshops 
 

Workshops 
  

10.00am -12.00pm 

 
 
You are getting old when there is no question in your mind that 
there is no question in your mind. 
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Message from the Chairman, April 2010. 
In the last newsletter I wrote about the introduction of the new approach 

to the courses timetable, which is now a ―fixed‖ timetable where the 
times are determined by the course organisers (based on previous course 
experience), rather than the students selecting the time that suited them.   
This change has worked very well, with one or two minor hiccups that will 
be addressed.  Indeed, the most common reaction has been that we 
should have introduced it some time ago. The change would not have 
been achieved if our members and our tutors had not been willing to 
accept the change so readily.  Accordingly, the Executive Committee has 
agreed that this approach will be used from here on in. 
 
We held an Open Day in late January, and it was very successful, with 
about 46 members joining us on the day and others joining later.   Of 
course, this large influx of new members meant that we had to 
accommodate many more Introduction to Computers courses, but this 
was done within our existing timetable.  I welcome all new members and 
hope that we as a group meet your expectations.  I have met some at 
our workshops, which are an important part of our activities as are the 
Special Interest Groups (Questions and Answers, Computer Owners 

Group, Digital Camera and Writing and Publishing).  The Open Day was 
organised by John Nimmo with the assistance of many others, and I 
would express our Group‘s appreciation to them for a job well done.  
 
New members should note that there is no charge for attending the 
Special Interest Groups, but there is usually a small charge of $5 for the 
workshops to cover the costs incurred in providing the workshop. 
 
The release of Windows 7 by Microsoft has yet to produce any great 
demand for Windows 7 courses, recognising that only two courses are 

dependent on the specific operating system namely, Introduction to 
Computers and Managing File and Folders.  This does not mean that we 
have not taken the new operating system into account, and Gus 
Porteners, our manual writer, has been working hard to ensure that we 
have the appropriate manuals available.  We are having an introductory 
course for tutors during the holiday break between Term 2 and 3, and will 
also hold a workshop open to all interested members on the new system.    
 
As for the technical side of the Centre, we have been fortunate that we 

have experienced only minor problems with our equipment over the past 
few months, this reflecting the skills of the technical team and others 
who can fix most of the obvious hitches.  Certainly, a large number of the 
software issues causing trouble can be traced back to the users who can 
inadvertently make changes or ticked boxes, that have an impact on the 
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way things work.  It is always tempting to change the layout of the 
screen you are using at the Centre to the way your computer looks at 

home, but I would ask that you resist such temptations.  Our policy is to 
have all our computers set up in a standard manner with the aim of 
making their use as easy as possible and we can only achieve this with 
the computers presenting a consistent appearance.   
 
With this newsletter is enclosed the subscription renewal for the coming 
financial year.  You will see that the cost is still $20, an amount that was 
set many years ago.  We have no need to increase it at this time, but are 
always conscious that one day we might lose our Tertiary Education 

Commission funding, which might force us to increase the subscription.   
Your prompt payment of the subscription would be appreciated.  Those 
members who joined after 1 January 2010 will not receive a subscription 
notice as their recently paid subscription covers the period to 31 March 
2011. 
 
Keith Kenderdine 
Chairman 
 
 

Tip – Laptop Touchpad Page Scroll Trick 
 
This trick works with Word, PDF and web pages. Select your page by 
clicking on the page and run your finger up and down the right side of the 
touchpad to scroll up and down the page. 
 
 

Course Management 
 
Dorothy Jones – Phone 972 1837 – places members into Basic, 
Intermediate and Advanced Word Processing,  
Excel courses. 
 
David Dobson – Phone 389 6590 – places members into Managing Files 
and Folders, Digital Camera, Photo Enhancement, Genealogy, PowerPoint 
(both Introduction and Special Effects) and Drawing and Publishing in 
Word courses 
 

Keith Kenderdine – 234 8551 - places members into Email and 
Internet, Email Enhancement and Javascript courses. 
 
Wyn Couper – Phone 478 7097 - places members in the Introduction to 
Computers, a 4-week course. 
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Gerald Jones – Phone 976 8158 - organises relieving tutors as required. 
 

Marjorie Finn - Phone 384 8349 - arranges the Timetable and places 
tutors in all the courses. It would help in allocating members to classes if 
you could note on your application: 
 
We seek applications from members wanting to take courses in Term 1, 
2010 that starts in the week beginning Monday 8 February. We are also 
keen to hear your ideas on new courses that you think we should run. 
 
Gift Vouchers 

$20 Gift Vouchers for a one-year membership of SeniorNet Wellington 
are now available from the office. Treat your friends to membership! 
 
Tutors Please Note 
If, for any reason, you are unable to attend a class please ring Gerald 
Jones – phone 976 8158, to arrange a replacement. Also, advise him if 
you arrange your own replacement. 
 
Practice Session 
Teresa Popov very kindly tutors the Practice session on a Monday during 

term time, between 12 noon and 2pm. When you are tutoring, please 
advise students that there is a charge of $2 per hour for this practice 
session, and that only CD‘s supplied by SeniorNet can be used.  
 
Thank you.  
Marjorie Finn  
 
 

Which Course Next? 
 
An increasing number of new members have had some previous 
experience with computers either at work, or by ―exposure‖ to family 
members with computers. However, this is not necessarily relevant to a 
broader knowledge of computing! 
 
Most of our courses are planned on the assumption that course members 
have already learnt some common computer procedures in previous 
Senior Net courses. 

 
So, by doing courses in a recommended sequence, you will find the 
lessons easier, and enjoy them more. You will also avoid: 
 
• Personal loss of confidence and frustration  
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• Causing extra effort and stress for the tutors  
• Possible disruption to other members of the class.  

 
For these reasons SeniorNet, Wellington considers it essential that early 
courses be taken in the following sequence: 
 
• Introduction to Computers before Word Basic 
• Word Basic (at least part 1) before Email and Internet 
• Word Basic before Intermediate Word or Managing Files and Folders 
• Intermediate Word before Advanced Word 
• Managing Files and Folders before remaining courses 

• Email and Internet before Email Enhancement 
• Email Enhancement before Java Script 
• Word Basic (both parts) and Managing Files and Folders before 
        Drawing and Publishing in Word  
 
Before enrolling for a course, discuss your computer experience with a 
member of the Course Management Team. Relax and enjoy learning. 
SeniorNet is not a place for stress! Do not try to run before you can walk!  
 
 

We Need More Tutors! 
 
Have you ever considered becoming an Assistant Tutor? It is a lot of fun, 
and some hard work at times, but very rewarding. You do not need to be 
an expert in an area, just have a reasonable knowledge of the subject. 
You would start as an Assistant, working with an experienced Tutor, and 
in a subject in which you feel comfortable. We could even put you in as a 
third tutor that is an ―Assistant to the Assistant Tutor‖ just to give you 
more of a feel as to what is involved. Think about it, as we urgently need 

more people to become actively involved, to ease the load on those 
already tutoring. If you are interested contact Marjorie Finn, at  
marjorie.finn@paradise.net.nz or phone on 384 8349 and we can talk 
about it. 
 
Please refer to Which Course Next? before selecting one of the courses 
that follow. 

 

 

Four-week courses 
 
Digital Camera (4 weeks)  
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This course introduces you to the powerful options available within your 
camera thus enabling you to take better photos. It is ―hands on‖. We only 

use a computer to illustrate transfer of your images. You need to bring 
along your camera and camera manual. We cover the basic principles of 
photography.  Then on to the special aspects of digital cameras, types of 
batteries, what is a pixel and do you have too many or too few, your card 
memory storage device formatting, erasing images and transferring 
images onto your computer. The course also includes how you can 
enhance and alter images taken with your digital camera. We use the 
―free‖ program Faststone. We supply a disk, which contains the program, 
a tutorial and images with which to practice.  

 
Genealogy (4 weeks) 
The purpose of the course is to assist members to use a genealogy 
computer programme to record and reproduce their family history with 
Pedigree and Ancestral charts. The course is not designed to instruct 
members in the study of genealogy or in the methods of researching but 
suggestions, problems, questions etc are discussed. The course uses PAF 
(Personal Ancestral File) version 5.2, which is available as a free 
download from the LDS Family Search Website.  
 

Power Point Introduction (4 weeks) 
If you have Power Point 2003/2007 installed on your computer, in the 
course you will learn how to make your first presentation, adding 
backgrounds, borders and text, transition effects, creating an album and 
writing it to a CD, special layouts, layering of objects, the slide master, 
action buttons and writing on slides. 
 
Power Point Special Effects (4 weeks) 
When you have completed the Introduction course, you can move on to 

the special effects course which deals with custom animations, 
incorporating sound and music, links, hyperlinks and triggers, creating a 
menu controlled presentation, screen tips, speaker notes and notes 
pages, printing hand – outs and how to incorporate a presentation into a 
stand – alone executable file. 
 

One and Two Week Courses 
 
Photo Enhancement (2 weeks) 

The aim of this course is to show you how you can enhance and alter 
images taken with your digital camera. You do not need to take ―Digital 
Cameras‖ first. The courses use the ―free‖ program Faststone.  The topics 
we cover include how to a) load images from your camera card into your 
computer, b) rotate images, enhance colours, sharpen and create border 
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effects, c) an easy method of emailing images and d) many more 
options.  

 
Email Enhancements (1 week) 
You need to have completed the Email and Internet Course before doing 
this course. This two-hour session shows you how to insert both static 
and animated images into your messages. You will learn how to place 
these in your emails, as well as how to embed music in an email, learn 
where to find "Stationery" files on the Internet and how to install them on 
your computer and find out how to change the background in an email.  
 

Using Java Script in Email (1 week) 
You need to have completed the Email Enhancement Course before doing 
this course. This is for those with a good knowledge of creating emails 
who wish to add a bit of "fun". It will give you additional techniques to 
add an even greater variety of effects to your email messages.  Learn the 
technique to write a simple script and incorporate it in your emails, how 
to adjust the settings in your Outlook Express to ensure correct viewing 
of messages by the recipients and gain an overview of how Java Script 
can be altered to display your own wording, using the examples on the 
data disk you will be provided with. 

 
 

Course Development 
 
Manuals for Introduction to Computers using Windows 7 and an update of 
Basic Word Processing(using Word 2007) and adapted for Windows 7, 
Vista and XP users have been completed and ready for use whenever 
Windows 7 has been installed on our machines. In the pipeline is a 
manual for File and Folder Management using Windows 7 having only two 

lessons. 
 
 

Word tip 
 
Word: Random text generator 
Note: some of the content below is detailed in our teaching manuals. The 
lorem() dummy text function generator is available in Word 2007 but if 
you are using a previous version of Office, you may use the good old 

rand() function to insert any amount of random text in your Word 
Document. 
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If the random word generator is not working on your copy of Word, you 
probably have turned off the ―Replace text as you type‖ option available 

under AutoCorrect. 
  
Problem: You need to populate a Word document with a lot of ‗dummy‘ 
text very quickly—and you do not care what the text is. 
 
Solution: Use Word‘s random text generator: 
 
   1. Open a new, blank Word document. 
   2. Type =rand(5,2) in the first line then press Enter. 

 
What you get: 
 

 Word 2003: Five paragraphs filled with two repeated ‗quick brown 
fox‘ sentences. 

 Word 2007: Five paragraphs filled with some Help text. 
 
If you want more, change the numeric values for the number of 
paragraphs and the number of sentences per paragraph. For example, 
=rand(10,8) creates ten paragraphs, each containing eight sentences. 

 
You can also replace the 'rand' with 'lorem' to generate random ipsum 
lorem Latin text. 
 
 

Musings from ‘The Serviceman Who Tells’ 
Trevor King 
tc.koenig@xtra.co.nz 
 

Episode Forty-0ne 
Hands at Fault 
I was called out to assist a person [not a SeniorNet member] who, a 
while ago, had purchased a Laptop computer. I had recommended a 
Toshiba L300 Dual Processor model partly because it has a large display 
screen and a decent size keyboard layout. The lady, who could touch 
type, recently complained the keyboard was faulty. The reason for this, it 
transpired, was because she rested the heel of her hand on the "mouse 
function" actuator pad. This sent the typing insertion point off the 

playground! 
This problem easily identified, what next?  An inkjet printer that I had set 
up and demonstrated some months ago would not work, "it has never 
worked since you installed it", I was told. This situation was solved by re-
plugging the power module and USB connector. 
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Virus Protection Free Options 

There have been significant changes in this important area as far as a 
Service Person is concerned. If you have an 'Activated' Microsoft 
Windows operating system there is a free offering called Microsoft 
Security Essentials. I have recently installed this on a variety of personal 
computers and the current, updated, and revised offerings seem pliable 
and efficient.  If you have a 64bit operating system [recommended for 
Windows 7], there is a special version available to download free from 
Microsoft.  I have copied this download on to a flash drive and can install 
it on any suitable computer in a matter of seconds. 

 
At SeniorNet, for some years, we have used Avast virus protection 
offerings to good effect.  Avast, based in the Czech Republic, have 
provided a much loved and widely used virus protection program Avast 4. 
They have incrementally developed this product into a wider based utility 
culminating in Avast 4.8 Free.  Like a stranger's car, it takes a bit of 
getting used to driving, however we have Questions and Answers 
sessions every month where you can get free coaching. The new Avast 5 
Free is much easier to download and to register. All they need is an Email 
address and registration for one year is automatic. You might like to give 

a Hotmail or other secondary address so as not to be subsequently 
bombarded with 'offers'. Do not be greedy and tick the install everything 
box as this is the route to spending money, all you want is Avast 5 Free. 

 
That is all for now, folks! 
 
 

The Value of a Spellchecker! 

 
A young monk arrives at the monastery. He is assigned to helping the 
other monks in copying the old canons and laws of the church by hand. 
 
He notices, however, that all of the monks are copying from copies, not 
from the original manuscript. So, the new monk goes to the head abbot 
to question this, pointing out that if someone made even a small error in 
the first copy, it would never be picked up! In fact, that error would be 
continued in all of the subsequent copies. 
 

The head monk, says, 'We have been copying from the copies for 
centuries, but you make a good point, my son.' 
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He goes down into the dark caves underneath the monastery where the 
original manuscripts are held as archives in a locked vault that hasn't 

been opened for hundreds of years. 
 
Hours go by and nobody sees the old abbot.  
 
So, the young monk gets worried and goes down to look for him He sees 
him banging his head against the wall and wailing. 
 
'We missed the R!   
We missed the R! 

We missed the R!' 
 
His forehead is all bloody and bruised and he is crying uncontrollably. The 
young monk asks the old abbot, 'What's wrong, father?' 
 
With a choking voice, the old abbot replies, 'The word was... 
 
‘CELEBRATE!’  
 
 

Surfin’ the Web 

 
Enjoy the fun at this URL : youtube.com/watch?v=lqT_dPApj9U (We 
need one of these at Seniornet!) 
 
Now try this site, kindly passed on to me by one of our members :- 
61226.com/share/hk.swf. Place your cursor at the top of the photo; 
you can see the time, ―6:10 pm‖ displayed. Now drag the mouse slowly 
down the photo without pressing any buttons on the mouse. Nighttime 
appears, the lights come on, and at 7:40 pm, it is dark! Clever 
technology, eh? 
 
Need to give your little grey cells some exercise to keep them in prime 
condition? You can test them out at either of these sites 
brainbusters.com  
brainbashers.com  
(Both have a wide variety of puzzles, optical illusions, mazes, etc. To 
keep you busy for hours. (see if you are as clever as M.Hercule Poirot!) 

 
O.K., take a break now and play with the dog you will find waiting for you 
at idodogtricks.com/index_flash.html. (Type in a command and see 
what happens, sit, roll over, down, stand, sing, dance, shake, fetch, play 
dead, etc, and it‘s also interesting to see what comes up if you type a 
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command that‘s not recognised !!! Be sure to type in ―Kiss‖ too, but I 
suggest you do that last!) 

 
I am sure that will be enough to keep you off the streets for a little while, 
so let us leave it at that until the next issue! (Send your comments, 
suggestions and abuse to jcook@paradise.net.nz). 
 
 

Windows Live mail menu bar missing! 
 
The menu bar is hidden by default in Windows Live Mail but is easy to 

find. Alt M is the shortcut to the menu options. What you need to do to 
get the Windows Live Mail toolbar to appear permanently is to 'show' (or 
unhide) it. Do you see three small icons near the top right of your 
Windows Live Mail screen? Click on the middle one (or use the ALT-M key 
combination) and select "Show menu bar". That is it!  
 
The menu bar appears with "File", "Edit", "View".  Microsoft believed it 
would make the interface cleaner by not having the menu bar by default. 
The above is what we tell people at SeniorNet to do. 

 
 

Microsoft Freebies and the Internet 

 
I have done my share of criticising Microsoft. The criticism has, in the 
main, been related to the recent exhausting rapidity of Microsoft bringing 
out new operating systems and office applications, and the consequent 
heavy learning curves they create. 
 

It is time that I mentioned some of their more positive aspects - 
Microsoft‘s free productivity tools. Yes, they do have an extensive range 
of useful free tools and application add-ons to increase ones productivity. 
The best starting point is the Ultimate List of Free Windows Software 
from Microsoft at tinyurl.com/p9jxo, a site containing more than 150 
free XP, Vista and Windows7 programmes. Another useful site is 
tinyurl.com/yajs8jhI, the home of 100-Downloads.  I will leave you to 
wander through these sites. There are some (of the ones I use) free 
Microsoft tools that I will note in more detail. These and others can be 
found by using Google with keywords such as ‗free Microsoft software.‘ 

 
Microsoft Security Essentials is now considered one of the best free 
antivirus programmes for Windows Thousands of users are downloading 
the programme. AV Comparative's, the noted antivirus benchmark group, 
has tested the latest antivirus programmes and Microsoft Security 
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Essentials was the only free antivirus catalogued as "Advanced +" 
(advanced protection). This score placed it along with Norton, Kaspersky 

and F-Secure. Microsoft Security Essentials was best ranked of the most 
popular antivirus programmes ESET, Avira, Avast and AVG. Only three 
applications were considered good in eliminating malware and its 
remains, Norton 2010, eScan and Microsoft Security Essentials. Note that 
you must have a legal copy of XP, Vista or Windows 7 to use the 
programme located at tinyurl.com/yewgwqn. 
 
 Have a look at these three photo manipulation programmes - Photo 
Story 3, at tinyurl.com/48jvat, which allows you to create a slide show 

with animations, sound and speech; ICE, at tinyurl.com/yc7vr33, 
which would be great for creating farm panoramas, left to right and top 
to bottom with high quality automatic ‗stitching‘ and Paint.NET at 
tinyurl.com/olbk9, for image manipulation. If you cannot use them, 
get the kids to show you how! 
 
Microsoft‘s latest beta available for download is Microsoft Office 2010. 
Office 2010 beta will expire on October 31st, 2010. A major feature is its 
linking to free online web applications (similar to Google Docs), which can 
be stored (free) and accessed on line through Microsoft’s Skydrive. The 

Office programme is described as running in a ‗bubble‘ i.e. it does not 
interfere with your machine or other Office versions. You can download 
the programme at tinyurl.com/ycn6j96. 
 
Skydrive  gives 25 GB of free storage on the web. With SkyDrive, it is 
easy to store and share your files and photos with almost anyone. Join up 
at tinyurl.com/3a92vf. 
 
If you have Office 2007 there is a must have add-on, Get Started Tab for 

Word 2007, at tinyurl.com/2a5yq6.  This add-in adds a Get Started tab 
to the Word 2007 Ribbon. Commands on this tab give you easy access to 
free content on Office Online, such as training courses, video demos, and 
other Office Online content designed to help you learn Word 2007 
quickly. An Office Online interactive command-mapping tool, also 
available on the Get Started tab, shows you where to find Word 2003 
buttons and commands in Word 2007. Office Online Community 
discussions are also available directly from Word with this add-on. Similar 
add-ons are available for Excel and PowerPoint. 

Microsoft Power Toys are a useful set of ‗extras‘ for Microsoft operating 
systems. The extensive list can be viewed and downloaded from 
tinyurl.com/ydym7yp.   
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Welcome to new members 
 

Sheena 

Faye 

Cecilee 

Roberta 

Jackie 

Pat 

Keith 

George 

Beth 

Christa 

Esvar 

Val 

Ailsa 

Philippa 

Nuny 

Norah 

Carol 

Noeleen 

Nan 

Bianna 

Jo 

Diana 

Martin 

Peter 

Maureen 

Rex 

Helen 

Brigitte 

Lesley 

Indrany 

Melpi 

Rajesh 

Anne 

Maureen 

Mary 

Enriqueta 
 

Osborne 

Tohbyn 

Donovan 

Gallagher 

Henson 

Devlin 

Smith 

Hardgrave 

Darroch 

Gardener 

Parbhu 

Turner 

Bevan 

Boardman 

Brady 

Brown 

Bruppacher 

Chadwick 

Ching 

Cui 

Cutler 

Duff-Staniland 

Ferner 

Fryer 

Gibson 

Harris 

Harvey 

Hicks-Willer 

Irvine 

Karunaharan 

Kondos 

Krishnamurthy 

Lake 

Laws 

Lochore 

Maennchen 
 

 Delia 

Carole 

Willy 

Mary 

Margaret 

Noelene 

Stuart 

Ralph 

Lynn 

Wendy 

Colleen 

Rosaleen 

Shirley 

Val 

Prue 

Polly 

William 

Toni 

Jean 

Carolyn 

Robin 

Sonya 

Faye 

Lilian 

Dulcie 

Trevor 

Graham 

John 

Sandra 

Jean 

Joan 

Jeanette 

Jane 

Colin 

Maureen 
 

McCaffrey 

McLeod 

McLeod 

Morris 

Northcott 

Page 

Prince 

Scharfl 

Scott 

Simpson 

Sloan 

Taylor 

Turner 

Van Breda 

Volz 

Wheeler 

Wheeler 

White 

Boyd 

Ferrier 

Ferrier 

Franklin 

Hutton 

MacKey 

McMahon 

McMahon 

Parish 

Hall 

Jackson 

Dougall 

Elliott 

Page 

Stevens 

Frampton 

Ayling 
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Supporters 
 
SeniorNet Wellington Inc. acknowledges the generous support provided 
by: 

 Actrix 
 Wellington City Council 
 Tertiary Education Commission 
 Quay Computers 
 Capital Books 
 Computer Consumables 

 Dick Smith Electronics 
 Magnetix 

 
 

Speccy – tells you what you do not know about your 

computers ‘insides. 

 
When you go to a computer store and see all the bright shiny PCs laid out 
next to each other, most will have tags or stickers indicating the: 

 
    * Processor brand and model 
    * Hard drive size and speed 
    * Amount of memory (RAM) 
    * Graphics card 
    * Operating system 
 
Speccy will give you detailed statistics on every piece of hardware in your 
computer. Including CPU, Motherboard, RAM, Graphics Cards, Hard Disks, 

Optical Drives, Audio support. Additionally Speccy adds the temperatures 
of your different components, so you can easily see if there's a problem! 
 
If you need to add more memory to your system, for example, you can 
check how many memory slots your computer has and what memory's 
already installed. Then you can go out and buy the right type of memory 
to add on or replace what you already have. 
 
In addition, Speccy comes in handy for support. If you are on the phone 

with technical support and they want to know what video card you have 
installed, there is no need to hunt around Windows. Speccy has all the 
information on one easy-to-understand screen. 
 
Get the free Speccy at piriform.com/media/10107/spsetup100.exe. 
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If undelivered please return to the address below: 

 

 
 

 

Learning Centre & Office: 
 

Level 1, 

Anvil House, 

138-140 Wakefield St, 

Wellington. 

 
 

 

Postal Address: 
 

PO Box 10-364,  
Wellington 

 
Telephone: 04-473 1510 
Web site: seniornetwgtn.blogspot.com 

E-mail: seniornet.wgtn@gmail.com 

 
WAIVER 

 
From time to time some of our members voluntarily give help and advice to 

other members on matters relating to computers and associated equipment. 
This help or advice is taken solely at the recipient’s risk and imposes no 

responsibility or liability of any kind, either on those providing such help or 
advice, or on SeniorNet Wellington. 
 


